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Abstract—Many approaches to recognising emotions from
metrical data such as EEG signals rely on identifying a very small
number of classes and to train a classifier. The interpretation
of these classes varies from a single emotion such as stress
[24] to features of emotional model such as valence-arousal [4].
There are two major issues here. First classification approach
limits the analysis of the data within the selected classes and
is also highly dependent on training data/cycles, all of which
limits generalisation. Second issue is that it does not explore the
inter-relationships between the data collected missing out on any
correlations that could tell us interesting facts beyond emotional
recognition. This second issue would be of particular interest to
psychologists and medical professions.

In this paper, we investigate the use of Self-Organizing Maps
(SOM) in identifying clusters from EEG signals that could then
be translated into classes. We start by training varying sizes of
SOM with the EEG data provided in a public dataset (DEAP).
The produced graphs showing Neighbour Distance, Sample Hits,
Weight Position are analysed holistically to identify patterns in
the structure. Following that, we have considered the ground-
truth label provided in DEAP, in order to identify correlations
between the label and the clustering produced by the SOM.
The results show the potential of SOM for class discovery in
this particular context. We conclude with a discussion on the
implications of this work and the difficulties in evaluating the
outcome.

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been an increase in the use of Electroen-
cephalography (EEG) like sensors provided by modern fitness
devices, such as continuous heart rate monitoring. This nat-
urally has lead to new possibilities of user-device interaction
and equally to higher expectations by the users. Personalisation
both by user preferences and by adaptation is now expected
by many users as a standard function of many mobile and
wearable devices. An emerging and ever expanding approach
to such personalisation is emotion recognition in which the
mood or affective state of the user is approximated and then
used to modify or adapt the system functionality or appearance
[1]. This is particularly ever more apparent in recommender
systems, such as [28], [31], [33] few but to give examples.

Many approaches to emotion recognition from EEG signals
rely on identifying a very small number of classes and to
train a classifier. The interpretation of these classes varies
from a single emotion such as stress to features of emotional
model such as valence-arousal. There are two major issues

here. First classification approach limits the analysis of the
data within the selected classes and also highly dependent
on training and limits generalisation. If we are to advance
on personalised emotion models [6] we need more dynamic
framework to model and identify emotions. This can then
be naturally extended to include implicitly or explicitly other
intertwining factors, such as personality, in representing and
updating user affective states.

Second issue is that it does not explore the inter-
relationships between the data collected missing out on any
correlations that could tell us interesting facts beyond emo-
tional recognition. This second issue would be of particular
interest to psychologists and medical professions.

In this paper, we investigate the use of Self-Organizing
Maps (SOM) in identifying clusters from EEG signals that
could then be translated into classes. We start by training
varying sizes of SOM with EEG data using a publicly
available dataset DEAP [20]. The produced graphs showing
Neighbor Distance, Sample Hits, Weight Position are analysed
holistically to identify patterns in the structure. Following
that, node density and sample clustering are compared to the
sample classification that was provided with DEAP to identify
correlation between the sample classification and the cluster.
The results show the potential for class discovery. We conclude
with a discussion on the implications of this work and the
difficulties in evaluating the outcome.

The paper is organized as follows. First we start by giving
background on the data used and how it was analysed and
prepared. The experiments with SOM and the analysis of the
results are presented and the main conceptual contribution of
this paper discussed in detail. We then conclude the paper with
a critical discussion covering outstanding research questions.

II. EEG DATA

A. Motivation

In a number of neuropsychological studies, EEG data
showed to exhibit correlates of emotion [19] e.g. event-
related potentials (ERPs) [27] that can be analysed through the
spectral power in several frequency bands [9], [10]. The results
of these studies motivated the rapid development of emotion
recognition techniques based on EEG data. The availability
of public data sets has also played a role in advancing



these techniques. One of these data sets is DEAP [20]. It
stands out as one of the most frequently used to evaluate the
performance of emotion recognition methods e.g. [5], [17],
[25], [26], [37], [38]. Due to its wide use, it has become a
common benchmark in this particular context. DEAP consists
of EEG and peripheral physiological signals collected from 32
participants. These signals were recorded as each participant
watched 40 one-minute long excerpts of music videos, which
were selected in order to elicit emotions in each of the 4
quadrants of the Russells Circumplex Model [7], [13], [16],
[30], [34].

The analysis of the collected EEG signals produced a total
of 216 features. These features were then used in a baseline
experiment. In the experiment a binary classification setting
using a Naive Bayes Classifier was applied using the ground
truth labels extracted from the self-reported Self Assessment
Manikin (SAM) ratings [14]. We expound the DEAP dataset
and the analysis applied to it in section II-B.

Similar approaches have been reported in [3], [5], [17],
[25], [26], [37]–[39], to give examples but a few. These
approaches utilized typical classification frameworks in which
the recorded EEG signals are pre-processed by using spatio-
temporal filtering and noise reduction methods, to abate arte-
facts and enhance the Signal-to-Noise Power ratio (SNR).
Relevant features were then extracted to provide training
samples to a classifier. The samples were labelled according
to a specific approach to describe emotions [35]. This may
assume a set of distinct emotional categories, such is the case
in Ekman’s Basic Emotions Model [15]. Another approach is
to describe the emotion as a point in a continuous multidi-
mensional space where each dimension represents one aspect
of the emotion such is the case in Millenson’s Model [12];
other examples of this approach can be found in [7], [8], [16],
[34]. The resulting model is used to predict the most likely
emotional state by using the same description approach as for
labelling the training samples.

B. Experimental Data Used

As aforementioned, the DEAP database [20] is a publicly
available dataset that is utilized in several studies giving us a
benchmark for comparisons, and thus we utilised it in testing
our approach. DEAP dataset contains physiological recordings
from 32 healthy participants divided equally 50% male and
50% female. The participants are aged between 19 and 37
with a mean of 26.9 years. The sensory data was collected
whilst participants were watching 40 music videos. The video
clips were 63 seconds long and carefully selected in order
to elicit emotions in each of the quadrants presented in the
Russells Circumplex Model [34]. The physiological recordings
included Galvanic Skin Response (GSR), Respiration Am-
plitude, Skin Temperature, ElectroCardioGram (ECG), Blood
Volume by Plethysmograph, ElectroMyoGrams (EMG) of
Zygomaticus and Trapezius muscles, and ElectroOculoGram
(EOG). EEG signals were recorded using 32 active AgCl
electrodes at a sampling rate of 512 Hz.

Participants were asked to report, after watching each video,
their emotion using Self Assessment Manikin (SAM) [14], in
the range from 1 to 9. The self-reported ratings were stored
along with the resulting signals. This data was then proposed
as a ground truth after being converted into categorical vari-
ables (classes) with two possible values, namely low and high.
On the nine points rating scales given in SAM, the threshold
was placed in the middle. In addition, a series of power
spectral features were extracted from the EEG signals. These
were the logarithms of spectral power for each channel in each
relevant frequency band, and the spectral power asymmetry
between the 14 symmetrical pairs of electrodes in the same
frequency bands. The five frequency bands were defined as
θ (4-8 Hz), slow α (8-10Hz), α (8-12 Hz), β (12-30 Hz)
and γ (30+ Hz). This data processing leads to extracting a
total of 216 features (32 × 5 + 14 × 4). These features were
then fed into a binary classification setting using a Naive
Bayes Classifier to evaluate their performance in a baseline
experiment. The ground truth labels extracted from the self-
reported SAM ratings were used in the evaluation.

In contrast, our analysis has concentrated on studying im-
plicit relations between valence and the EEG features extracted
from the signals [2]. In similar fashion, we have extracted the
spectral power for each channel in each relevant frequency
band, from the defined four bands: α (8-13 Hz), β (14-30
Hz) γ (30-47 Hz) and θ (4-7 Hz); and the spectral power
asymmetry between the 14 symmetrical pairs of electrodes in
the same frequency bands. This leads to a total of 184 features
(32× 4+ 14× 4). These are a set of commonly used features
in the literature.

III. CLASS DISCOVERY USING SOM
A. Self-Organizing Maps

Regardless of the classification techniques that one may use,
they are all reliant on labelling using feature-based representa-
tion to classify samples in a pre-defined set of classes. These
pre-defined set of classes dependent on the emotional repre-
sentation used on one hand whilst on the other hand reliant
on measuring the emotional states including self-reporting,
which is known to suffer from participant’s interpretation at
best and to be unreliable at worst. This makes any attempt to
have a generalised model for emotion detection and analysis
applicable to all users even more challenging if not impossible.
Thus having a personalised emotional model that can adapt to
each user physiological expression of emotions [6] being facial
or EEG signals would be an ideal solution.

The difficulties at labelling data in classifying EEG samples
into emotional classes can be partially overcome if these
emotional classes can, fully or partially, be discovered as part
of the learning process. Unsupervised classification methods
[11] attempt to infer the underlying structure of the data by
analysing the existing relationships between the available data
inputs, and do not require a previous labelling. One popular
such technique is Self Organising Maps (SOM) [18], [22].
They were first proposed in the 1980s [21], [32]. Since then,
they have been widely used for data analysis and visualization



purposes on many and diverse application areas, ranging from
engineering [23] to medicine [36]. SOM or SOFM, with F
denotation features, used as a means to organize data according
to their internal structure. In essence,they transform arbitrar-
ily complex non-linear statistical relationships between high-
dimensional data samples into simpler geometric relationships
on a low-dimensional display.

B. Experimental Setup

The EEG dataset of 1280 samples x 184 features was
used to train Self-Organizing Maps with 5, 10 and 20 nodes.
Once training is done the produced results such as neighbour
distance, weight position, and sample hits for each node.
Whilst each network produced different results and outputs
were slightly different after training round, there was a clear
visual pattern emerging in the output plots. If we look at
the visualisation of the outputs in a more holistic qualitative
approach than a precise quantitative or numerical views, we
can see clear similarities between all the networks and across
the different training rounds.

In the case of Neighbour Distance, 1, we can see concen-
tration in certain regions. For example, we can observe such
concentration in the upper left hand side of figure 1(a). Similar
concentration can be observed in the same regions in the cases
of 10, figure 1(b), and 20 nodes, figure 1(c), however, these
concentrations are stretched in response to the larger structure.
One can only draw a conclusion that in these clusters data is
tightly connected with less use of further out clusters. This
could imply the existence of interrelationships that enable
identifying certain clusters as classes, which in turn supports
the central hypothesis of this paper.

Similarly in the case of Weight Position, we can see similar
concentration pattern looking at the sub-figures of figure 2. We
can also observe the exception pattern especially in figures 2(b)
and 2(c).

Exploring sample hits, figure 3, may give us the key to
our class discovery approach. We can see concentrations of
samples in certain nodes. The question would these nodes
qualify to become classes? If we look at figure 3(a) for an
example, we can see concentration of samples in number
of classes to the right hand side, which may contradict our
observations on figure 1(a). However, we can notice there are
distinctively two clusters to the left hand side with 39 and 40
sample hits. These map perfectly to the concentration observed
in 1(a).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. Neighbour Distance with 5, 10, 20 Nodes SOM’s



(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Weight Position with 5, 10, 20 Nodes SOM’s

C. SOM Analysis

To answer the questions imposed in the previous section,
we used the first classification experiment performed by [20]
as a baseline. In that work, an Arousal-Valence model of
emotion was used. We focused on the classification relating
to valence. The classification was made against two classes
identified {0,1} identifying low and high valence respectively.
In that work, the samples were classified in one of the two
classes. Taking each node of the network we examined the
classification of each sample.

The results of this examination showed that each significant
node had a dominant class within its samples with a reference

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Sample Hits with 5, 10, 20 Nodes SOM’s

to the two types of class labels, namely ”0” class and ”1”
class that are provided in the DEAP dataset. This means that
there is a structural similarity between groups of samples
that belong to the same cluster. Samples classified under the
same SOM node tend to belong to the same class or label
as it was reported in the dataset. This makes it potentially
possible to use the class information on training data to
develop a customised classifier based on the most likely label
in each SOM node. Since the knowledge is tacitly built



within the network structure, there is less need to identify
explicitly similarity features such is the case in Associative
Classifiers for example. In fact, SOM becomes a knowledge
representation tool to inform any given classifier we may wish
to use.

Fig. 4. Sample Hits in 5 nodes SOM from a different training round to fig.
3

IV. CRITICAL REVIEW

This work started with the aim of finding an effective data
mining approach to explore EEG data for the purpose of emo-
tion detection and sentiment analysis. The initial approach of
using SVM classifier produced some good results [4], however,
had the limitations of the pre-specified strict classes that does
not allow the free exploration of the data. Thus it limited the
emotion models that can be used and the interpretation of the
data. In seeking an alternative, we identified the possibility
of class discovery using Self-Organizing Maps. The main
distinction here is that these discovered classes could be shown
to map to clear distinctive classes with commonly shared
features. This can then be used to map these classes to various
theories of emotion for interpretation and subsequent use in
affective computing with traditional classifiers for example.

There are still, however, several questions outstanding.
For example, how do we identify true classes? What is the
threshold of density required? Would this threshold changes
greatly with different data sets? How can we evaluate the
discovered classes and identify their features? Finally, can we
merge classes to produce higher density or break them to have
greater granularity? There may be a scope to inject the SOM
with swarm intelligence algorithms enabling a more dynamic
network structure in discovering classes.

Another question emerges between the manner by which
class is treated here and rough sets [29]. An exploration of
set theory alternatives may provide us with some answers to
these questions.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the use of Self-Organizing
Maps (SOM) in identifying clusters from EEG signals that
could then be translated into classes. We start by training
varying sizes of SOM with EEG data that was provided in
the publicly available dataset DEAP [20]. Then we analysed
the visualised outputs holistically to identify patterns in the
structure. Taking the first classification provided by [20] as
ground truth, node density was produced for each node by
identify correlation between the sample classification and the
cluster. The results show potential for class discovery. We
conclude with a discussion on the implications of this work
and outstanding research questions.
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